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A. **Twenty seventh session** of the Working Party on Transport Trends and Economics (WP.5) (ECE/TRANS/WP.5/56);

a. Second workshop on “**Good practices and new tools for Financing Transport Infrastructure**”, organized jointly by Euro-Asian Transport Links project, Trans-European Motorways (TEM) and Trans-European Railway (TER) projects and the Working;

   a. Request for further work on benchmarking of transport infrastructure construction costs;

b. **Workshop** on “**Transport Trends and Economics in Mediterranean region: Sharing experiences among EuroMed and UNECE countries**”

   a. Representatives from Afghanistan, Algeria, Jordan, Morocco, Tunisia attended the workshop and exchanged information on transport policies;

c. **Workshop** on **Ports Hinterland connections and customs procedures**: The case of the European Union programme MedNet;

d. Reporting body of two projects and parental body of two group of experts:

   a. TEM & TER;

   b. Euro Asian Transport Linkages project;

   c. Climate Change Impacts and adaptation for international transport netwroks
B. Review of the transport situation, transport trends and economics in the ECE region:
   c. Transport trends and challenges in the road, rail and inland waterways sectors;
C. Technical assistance to countries with transition economies (regional advisor’s work;
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